level as well as their disposition. If NARA staff has prepared an appraisal memorandum for the schedule, it too includes information about the records. Further information about the disposition process is available on request.

Schedules Pending

1. Department of Agriculture, Grain Inspection, Packers, and Stockyards Administration (N1–545–08–7, 7 items, 7 temporary items). Records of the Health and Safety division, including case files of investigations relating to maintaining a safe work environment; policy directives; evacuation plans; material safety data sheets; reports on pollution control and hazardous waste; and agreements with outside organizations to provide counseling services. Also included are case files of investigations on incidents of workplace violence.

2. Department of Agriculture, Grain Inspection, Packers, and Stockyards Administration (N1–545–11–5, 1 item, 1 temporary item). Master file of an electronic system used to manage and track agency workflow and store the data related to these activities.

3. Department of Health and Human Services, Administration on Aging (N1–439–09–5, 13 items, 11 temporary items). Master data files of the agency’s internal and external Web sites; master data files of an electronic system containing bibliographic information on grant products; and records relating to managing the agency’s Web sites. Proposed as permanent are statistical reports and master files of an electronic system containing statistical information on the elderly population.

4. Department of Health and Human Services, Indian Health Service (N1–513–11–1, 3 items, 3 temporary items.) Records consisting of case files documenting tuition loan repayment for agency employees.


7. Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Investigation (N1–65–10–3, 1 item, 1 temporary item). Master file of an electronic information system which creates and maintains employee credentials.

8. Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Investigation (N1–65–10–6, 7 items, 7 temporary items). Master file, outputs, and related records of an electronic information system used to manage and track the translation process.

9. Department of Justice, Justice Management Division (DA–0060–2011–0007, 1 item, 1 temporary item). Files maintained for review of conversions of political appointees to career positions to ensure compliance with applicable laws.

10. Department of State, Bureau of Diplomatic Security (N1–59–11–15, 1 item, 1 temporary item). Chronological files of the Office of the Executive Director, including copies of administrative records, correspondence, and interagency agreements. Recordkeeping copies of these files are maintained by other offices.

11. National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Agency-wide (N1–255–10–6, 5 items, 5 temporary items). Records relating to health care provider quality assurance, including medical investigation reports, health professional credentialing records, and other routine administrative records.

12. Securities and Exchange Commission, Office of Public Affairs (N1–266–10–1, 6 items, 4 temporary items). Records include e-mail releases of public information, microblog submissions and documentation, and media advisories of teleconferences. Proposed for permanent retention are press releases and daily digests of news and events.

Dated: June 23, 2011.

Sharon G. Thibodeau
Deputy Assistant Archivist for Records Services—Washington, DC.
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS), Meeting of the ACRS Subcommittee on Plant Operations and Fire Protection; Notice of Meeting

The ACRS Subcommittee on Plant Operations and Fire Protection will hold a meeting on July 12, 2011, Room T–2D1, 11545 Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD. The entire meeting will be open to public attendance.

The agenda for the subject meeting shall be as follows:

Tuesday, July 12, 2011—8:30 a.m. until 12 p.m.

The Subcommittee will review the Supplemental Safety Evaluation Report, Supplement 23 (SSER23) associated with the staff’s review of the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Unit 2 Operating License application. The Subcommittee will hear presentations by and hold discussions with the NRC staff, and other interested persons regarding this matter. The Subcommittee will gather information, analyze relevant issues and facts, and formulate proposed positions and actions, as appropriate, for deliberation by the Full Committee.

Members of the public desiring to provide oral statements and/or written comments should notify the Designated Federal Official (DFO), Girija Shukla (Telephone 301–415–6855 or E-mail: Girija.Shukla@nrc.gov) five days prior to the meeting, if possible, so that appropriate arrangements can be made. Thirty-five hard copies of each presentation or handout should be provided to the DFO thirty minutes before the meeting. In addition, one electronic copy of each presentation should be emailed to the DFO one day before the meeting. If an electronic copy cannot be provided within this timeframe, presenters should provide the DFO with a CD containing each presentation at least thirty minutes before the meeting. Electronic recordings will be permitted only during those portions of the meeting that are open to the public.

Detailed procedures for the conduct of and participation in ACRS meetings were published in the Federal Register on October 21, 2010, (75 FR 65038–65039). Detailed meeting agendas and meeting transcripts are available on the NRC Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/acrs.

Information regarding topics to be discussed, changes to the agenda, whether the meeting has been canceled or rescheduled, and the time allotted to present oral statements can be obtained from the Web site cited above or by contacting the identified DFO.

Moreover, in view of the possibility that the schedule for ACRS meetings may be adjusted by the Chairman as necessary to facilitate the conduct of the meeting, persons planning to attend should check with these references if such rescheduling would result in a major inconvenience.

If attending this meeting, please contact Jessie Delgado (Telephone 301–415–7360) to be escorted to the meeting room.
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS), Meeting of the ACRS Subcommittee on Plant Operations and Fire Protection; Notice of Meeting

The ACRS Subcommittee on Plant Operations and Fire Protection will hold a meeting on July 28, 2011, Atlanta Marriott, 265 Peachtree Center, Room M301, Atlanta, GA 30303.

The entire meeting will be open to public attendance.

The agenda for the subject meeting shall be as follows:

Thursday, July 28, 2011—8:30 a.m. thru 5 p.m.

The Subcommittee will meet with Region II to discuss the construction inspection program at the Vogtle site and discuss other items of mutual interest. The Subcommittee will hear presentations by and hold discussions with the NRC staff, and other interested persons regarding this matter. The Subcommittee will gather information, analyze relevant issues and facts, and formulate proposed positions and actions, as appropriate, for deliberation by the Full Committee.

Members of the public desiring to provide oral statements and/or written comments should notify the Designated Federal Official (DFO), Mrs. Ilka Berrios (Telephone 301–415–3179 or E-mail: Ilka.Berrios@nrc.gov) five days prior to the meeting, if possible, so that appropriate arrangements can be made. Thirty-five hard copies of each presentation or handout should be provided to the DFO one day before the meeting.

If attending this meeting, please contact Ms. Denis Edwards (Telephone 404–997–4432) to be escorted to the meeting room.

Dated: June 22, 2011.

Yoira Diaz-Sanabria,
Acting Chief, Reactor Safety Branch B, Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards.

[FR Doc. 2011–16268 Filed 6–28–11; 8:45 am]
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS), Meeting of the ACRS Subcommittee on Planning and Procedures; Notice of Meeting

The ACRS Subcommittee on Planning and Procedures will hold a meeting on July 12, 2011, Room T–2B3, 11545 Rockville Pike, Rockville, Maryland.

The entire meeting will be open to public attendance, with the exception of a portion that may be closed pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552b(c)(2) and (6) to discuss organizational and personnel matters that relate solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of the ACRS, and information the release of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.

The agenda for the subject meeting shall be as follows:

Tuesday, July 12, 2011—12 p.m. until 1 p.m.

The Subcommittee will discuss proposed ACRS activities and related matters. The Subcommittee will gather information, analyze relevant issues and facts, and formulate proposed positions and actions, as appropriate, for deliberation by the Full Committee.

Members of the public desiring to provide oral statements and/or written comments should notify the Designated Federal Official (DFO), Mrs. Ilka Berrios (Telephone 301–415–3179 or E-mail: Ilka.Berrios@nrc.gov) five days prior to the meeting, if possible, so that appropriate arrangements can be made. Thirty-five hard copies of each presentation or handout should be provided to the DFO one day before the meeting. In addition, one electronic copy of each presentation should be e-mailed to the DFO one day before the meeting. If an electronic copy cannot be provided within this timeframe, presenters should provide the DFO with a CD containing each presentation at least thirty minutes before the meeting.

Electronic recordings will be permitted only during those portions of the meeting that are open to the public. Detailed procedures for the conduct of and participation in ACRS meetings were published in the Federal Register on October 21, 2010, (75 FR 65038–65039).

Dated: June 22, 2011.

Yoira Diaz-Sanabria,
Senior Program Manager, Reactor Safety Branch, Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards.

[FR Doc. 2011–16263 Filed 6–28–11; 8:45 am]
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Notice of Issuance of Regulatory Guide

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

ACTION: Notice of Issuance and Availability of Revision 1 of Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.179, “Standard Format